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Surface activity and aggregation behavior of an amino acid-based zwitterionic amphiphile N-(2-hydroxy-
dodecyl)-L-valine were studied in aqueous solutions (pH 13). The self-assembly formation was investigated
by use of a number of techniques including surface tension, conductivity, viscosity, fluorescence spectroscopy,
dynamic light scattering, and transmission electron microscopy. The amphiphile exhibits two breaks in the
surface tension vs concentration plot indicating stepwise aggregate formation and thus results in two values
of critical aggregation concentration. The amphiphile was found to be very surface active compared to fatty
acid soaps. The average hydrodynamic diameter and size distribution of the aggregates were obtained from
DLS measurements. Conductivity measurements suggested formation of vesicles or closed tubules. TEM
pictures revealed the existence of spherical vesicles, separated tubules, and tubules with multiple Y-type
junctions in going from dilute to moderately concentrated solution. However, in concentrated solution, the
junctions break to form separate tubular structures which upon further increase of concentration are converted
to rod-like micelles. The mechanism of branched tubule formation is discussed in light of the experimental
observations.

Introduction

In recent years, molecular self-assembly has attracted con-
siderable attention for its use in design and fabrication of
nanostructures leading to the development of advanced
materials.1–5 Amphiphilic molecules self-assemble above a
critical concentration, called critical aggregation concentration
(CAC), to form aggregates of different shapes and sizes, such
as micelles (spherical, disks, and rod-like), vesicles (spherical
and tubules), and liquid crystals (hexagonal and lamellar) in
aqueous solution.6,7 Among these cylindrical nanotubes and
helical ribbons are technologically most important.8 Tubules and
helical ribbons have been observed in a wide variety of
amphiphiles including chiral surfactants.9–11 Zhang and co-
workers12 have found branching tube-like structures in aqueous
dispersions of peptide surfactants. On the other hand, Ghadiri
and co-workers13,14 demonstrated formation of self-assembling
nanotubes of alternating D,L-R-peptides and cyclic �-peptides.
These authors have suggested that monomeric peptide units first
form segments of bilayer ring, which grows into single subunit
rings and multirings. The tubular arrays then stack through
backbone-backbone hydrogen-bonding interactions to form
longer nanotubes. Tube-like structures were also observed with
mixtures of cationic bolaamphiphile and anionic sodium dodecyl
surfate (SDS).15 In a recent report, Lu and co-workers15c have
suggested salt-induced transformation of vesicles to tubules in
a catanionic system consisting of a cationic bolaamphiphile and
anionic SDS surfactant.

The present work is a part of our ongoing research interest
in effects of molecular structure on the self-assembly properties
and microstructure formation of chiral amphiphiles. For this
study, we have chosen an N-alkylamino acid surfactant (AAS),
N-(2-hydroxydodecyl)-L-valine, C12HVal (see Figure 1). Hidaka
et al. reported gelation of organic solvents by N-(2-hydroxy-

dodecyl)-R-amino acids.16 It has been demonstrated that these
amphiphilic molecules exist in the fibrous helical aggregates in
organic solvents. There are only a few reports on the aggregation
behavior of AAS in water. Imae and co-workers17 studied the
aggregation behavior of N-(2-hydroxydodecyl)-L-aspartic acid
(C12HAsp) and found that at or above neutral pH, C12HAsp does
not generate any fibrous assemblies. This attracted our attention
toward self-assembly properties of these amino acid-derived
amphiphiles containing -OH group in the alkyl chain. Conse-
quently, it seemed important to us to look at the type of self-
assemblies that could be formed by C12HVal in water. To
characterize the microstructures of the self-assemblies, tech-
niques such as surface tension, fluorescence, dynamic light
scattering, and transmission electron microscopy were employed.

Results and Discussion

Critical Aggregation Concentration. It is widely recognized
that surfactants form micelles, which are characterized by their
critical micelle concentration (CMC). In the present work, we
prefer the term “critical aggregation concentration” (CAC), as
we show below that aggregates of other types can be formed
by C12HVal. The C12HVal amphiphile being an inner salt is
insoluble in water between pH 2 and 12. Consequently, all
solutions were made in 0.1 M NaOH (pH 13) to ensure complete
deionization of the ammonium group. It is assumed that at this
pH, C12HVal behaves as carboxylate, that is, as an anionic
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Figure 1. Molecular structure of N-(2-hydroxy-n-dodecyl)-L-valine
(C12HVal).
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surfactant. The CAC of the amphiphile was measured by use
of surface tension and fluorescence probe methods. The surface
tension value decreased nonlinearly with log [C12HVal] and
showed a characteristic break and remained constant thereafter
(see Figure 2). A closer inspection of the plot shows two breaks,
one at a concentration around 0.1 mM and another at around
1.0 mM. Our initial thought was that this might be due to some
surface active impurity. However, the absence of any minimum
around the second breakpoint confirmed the purity of the
amphiphile. The purity of the compound was further confirmed
by the 1H and 13C NMR spectra and elemental analysis data.
Thus the concentrations corresponding to the first and second
breakpoints can be taken as CAC1 and CAC2 values (see Table
1) of the amphiphile, respectively. The existence of two CAC
values has also been reported for other surfactants18–21 and mixed
surfactant systems.15a,b This suggests that two types of ag-
gregates of different morphologies are formed by C12HVal in
the concentration range studied.

To further substantiate the results of surface tension studies,
we have performed fluorometric titration using N-phenyl-1-
naphthylamine (NPN) as a probe molecule. The fluorescence
spectrum of the NPN molecule is blue-shifted accompanied by
a huge enhancement of fluorescence intensity in going from
water to hydrocarbon solvent.22 Therefore, it has been effectively
used as a probe molecule for studying microenvironments of
micelles.23–28 The NPN probe being hydrophobic in nature
normally gets solubilized in the hydrophobic core of micelles.
In the presence of C12HVal surfactant, the fluorescence emission
spectrum (not shown) of NPN exhibits a blue shift of about 21
nm relative to that in water (pH 13) with a concomitant rise in
intensity at a much lower concentration below CAC2 indicating
aggregate formation. The plot of relative fluorescence intensity
(I/I0) as a function of [C12HVal] is shown in the inset (upper

right) of Figure 2. Clearly, the plot shows two inflection points.
To confirm the existence of the first inflection point in the plot
we have performed the experiment separately in the dilute
regime. The data are plotted in the inset (lower left) of Figure
2. The first and the second inflection points exactly correspond
to the first and second breaks, respectively, in the surface tension
plot. Also the CAC1 and CAC2 values (Table 1) obtained from
the inflection points of the titration curve are close to the
corresponding values obtained by the surface tension method.
This confirms the stepwise aggregation of C12HVal with two
CAC values.

Interfacial Properties. The surface active parameters, such
as CAC, surface tension corresponding to CAC (γCAC), and
efficiency of adsorption (pC20 ) negative logarithm of the
surfactant concentration required to reduce the surface tension
of water by 20 units), were determined from the surface tension
plot in Figure 2. The values of the surface excess (Γmax) and
cross-sectional area per head group (Amin) at the interface were
calculated by using the Gibbs adsorption equations:6,29,30

Γmax) - 1
2.303nRT ( dγ

d log c) (1)

Amin ) 1/NAΓmax (2)

where dγ/d log c is the maximum slope; NA is Avogadro’s
number; T ) absolute temperature; n ) 1 for the 1:1 ionic
surfactant in the presence of a swamping amount of 1:1
electrolyte;6 and R ) 8.314 J mol-1 K-1. All the physicochem-
ical parameters of C12HVal are listed in Table 1. It can be
observed that CAC and γCAC values are lower than correspond-
ing values of conventional soaps,29,31 which suggests that
C12HVal is more surface active. The same is also indicated by
larger pC20 values.6 On the other hand, the ratio (CAC/C20) of
CAC and C20 value, which is a measure of the tendency of the
surfactant to adsorb at the air-water interface relative to the
formation of aggregates, is greater than those of conventional
hydrocarbon monomeric surfactants. The CAC and γCAC values
are also lower than those of the corresponding sodium salt of
N-acylamino acid.32 The cross-sectional areas were calculated
from Γmax values corresponding to the two breaks of the surface
tension plot (Figure 2). It is important to note that C12HVal has
lower Amin values (Table 1) which are close to the surface areas
of decyl and dodecyl carboxylic acids (45 Å2)33 at pH 13 in a
0.13 mol kg-1 solution. However, the surface area of sodium
laurate is reported to be 69 Å2 in aqueous solution.31 The smaller
value of cross-sectional area in the case of C12HVal is indicative
of formation of large aggregates with tightly packed hydrocarbon
chains.

Dynamic Light Scattering Studies. To quickly measure the
size of the aggregates we performed dynamic light scattering
(DLS) experiments using solutions (pH 13) of C12HVal in the
concentration range of 0.2 to 18 mM. The size distributions of
the aggregates formed are shown in Figure 3. It can be observed
that the size distribution in dilute as well as in concentrated
solutions is monomodal. The distribution is very narrow at
concentrations just above CAC1. However, the width of the
distribution and the apparent Z-average hydrodynamic diameter
(Dh) increased in going from 0.2 to 2.0 mM. This suggests that
in this concentration range, two types of aggregates are in
equilibrium and the smaller aggregates are converted to larger
aggregates as [C12HVal] is increased beyond CAC2. The average
diameter of the aggregates in 0.2 mM solution is about 53 nm,
which is too large for a normal spherical micelle. The latter
type of aggregates for C12HVal is expected to have a diameter
in the range 3-5 nm.34 The average value of Dh (157 nm)

Figure 2. Plot of surface tension (γ) versus log [C12HVal]. Inset: Plot
of relative fluorescence intensity of NPN probe as a function of
[C12HVal].

TABLE 1: Physicochemical Parameters of C12HVal in
Aqueous Solution (pH 13) at 30 °Ca

C12HVal

parameter CAC1 CAC2

CAC (mM) 0.08(0.07) 1.20(1.00)
γCAC (mN m-1) 43.44 28.13
pC20 4.52
CAC/C20 2.53 38.0
106Ãmax (mol m-2) 3.44 5.00
Amin (Å2 molecule-1) 47.8 33.2
P 0.56 0.80

a Values within the parentheses were obtained from fluorescence
probe studies.
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reached a maximum at around 0.8 mM and then fell off to 112
nm at 2.0 mM, which remained almost unchanged thereafter.
The large size of the aggregates formed in dilute as well as in
concentrated solutions is indicative of the presence of either
rod-like micelles or spherical and/or tubular vesicles.

Viscosity of Surfactant Solutions. The formation of rod-
like or worm-like micelles is normally manifested by the
increase of bulk viscosity of surfactant solution.35–39 Therefore,
we have measured the relative viscosity of aqueous solutions
of C12HVal at different concentrations. The variation of relative
viscosity with [C12HVal] is shown by the plot in Figure 4. As

can be observed the viscosity increased nonlinearly up to a
concentration of 15 mM and then starts to fall off at higher
concentration. However, the increase of viscosity relative to that
of water (pH 13) is very small even in the presence of 10 mM
C12HVal. Therefore, rod-like or worm-like micelles probably
do not exist at all in solutions of [C12HVal] < 20 mM.

Shape of the Aggregates. Shapes of the spontaneously
formed aggregates of surfactants can be predicted with consider-
able certainty by using three nominal geometric parameters of
the surfactant molecule: (i) the critical chain length (lc), which
is the maximum effective length the chain can assume, (ii) the
volume (V) of the hydrocarbon tail, which is assumed to be fluid
and incompressible, and (iii) the optimal head group area (Amin).
Israelachvili defined a critical packing parameter or shape factor,
P ()V/lcAmin), that can be used to predict which structures an
amphiphile will assemble to form.40 The model predicts forma-
tion of spherical micelle at P e 1/3, a cylindrical micelle at 1/3

e P e 1/2, a vesicle or flexible bilayer at 1/2 e P e 1, and
inverted micelles at P > 1. That is the parameter P is a measure
of local curvature; large values of P correspond to large (or
inverted) aggregates, while small values are characteristic of
highly curved micellar structures. The V value for the dodecyl
chain (371.9 Å3) of C12HVal was estimated from the molar
volume of n-dodecane (368 Å3)41 after correction for the -OH
group according to Edward’s atomic increment method.41 To
obtain the value of lc, we first optimized the geometry of the
surfactant molecule using a standard MM2 force field. The linear
distance (14.02 Å) between the carbon atom linked to the
-NH- group and the methyl carbon at the end of the chain
was taken as the critical chain length. The P values (Table 1)
for both types of aggregates were calculated by using the
corresponding Amin values obtained from surface tension studies.
Both P values are greater than 0.5 suggesting spontaneous
formation of bilayer aggregates. The accuracy of this estimation
is proven by the experimental results described below. It is
interesting to note that the P value of the bilayer assembly
formed at concentrations greater than CAC2 is higher than that
of its precursor bilayer assembly. Yan et al. have shown that
the P value for tubes is larger than that for vesicles.42 They
found tubes in the 0.7 e P e 1 region and vesicles in the 0.5
e P e 0.7 region. This suggests that in the case of C12HVal,
the vesicles formed in dilute solution are spontaneously
converted to tubes, which is consistent with the results of surface
tension and DLS studies.

Conductivity Studies. It has been reported by one of us21b

as well as by others43,44 that the electrical conductivity of KCl
solution decreases upon addition of vesicle-forming surfactants.
The vesicles entrap a part of the solvent and the salt and thereby
prevent the entrapped charge carriers (K+ and Cl- ions) from

Figure 3. Size distribution of the aggregates in (a) 0.2, (b) 0.5, (c)
0.8, (d) 2.0, (e) 9.0, and (f) 18.0 mM solutions of C12HVal.

Figure 4. Plot of relative viscosity (ηrel) versus [C12HVal].
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contributing to the conductivity of the solution. Consequently,
the conductivity of the vesicular solution becomes lower than
the conductivity of the salt solution. To demonstrate the
formation of closed vesicles/tubules by C12HVal, we have
measured conductivity of 5 mM KCl in the presence of different
concentrations of the surfactant at 30 °C. It was observed that
the sum of the conductivities of the solutions of 5 mM KCl
and 1 mM C12HVal (0.1 M NaOH) was greater than that of 1
mM C12HVal (0.1 M NaOH) containing 5 mM KCl. This means
that the conductivity of the KCl solution decreased in the
presence of 1 mM (>CAC 1) C12HVal. In contrast, no significant
decrease of conductivity of the KCl solution was observed in
the presence of the surfactant having a concentration less than
CAC1. The variation of conductivity change (∆κ) with the
increase of [C12HVal] is shown in Figure 5. It can be observed
that although the initial value of ∆κ is small, it increases with
surfactant concentration and then falls off passing through a
maximum. The feature of the plot in Figure 5 is very similar to
the plot in Figure 4. This is a clear evidence of the formation
of vesicles or tube-like structures that have an aqueous core.
Since the population of vesicles/tubules increases with surfactant
concentration, more K+ and Cl- ions become trapped inside
the aqueous core and hence increase the ∆κ value. The decrease
in ∆κ at high surfactant concentrations could be attributed to
the transformation of closed vesicles/tubules to porous vesicles
or open tubules and/or rod-like micelles.

Transmission Electron Microscopy. Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) is a particularly suitable technique for the
direct visualization of the microstructure of surfactant aggregates
ranging in size from about 5-10 nm to 1 µm. TEM pictures of
negatively stained specimens prepared from different aqueous
C12HVal solutions are shown in Figure 6. The micrograph A
of the 0.3 mM solution of C12HVal reveals spherical vesicles
with diameters in the range 20-70 nm. However, micrograph
B corresponding to 2 mM C12HVal solution shows the existence
of large cylindrical aggregates having a diameter in the range
20-50 nm. The micrographs are consistent with the results of
surface tension and DLS measurements suggesting stepwise
aggregation. Although by looking at the micrograph it may
appear that these large aggregates are rod-like micelles, it can
be ruled out on the basis of the fact that rod-like micelles cannot
have a diameter greater than twice the length of the hydrocarbon
chain length of the surfactant. That the long cylindrical
aggregates are not rods is further substantiated by the observa-
tion that a concentrated solution of the amphiphile is nonviscous.
Although solutions containing branching rod-like micelles are
known to be fluid45–50 in nature, the TEM images (B-E) clearly
reveal the existence of tube-like structures. If the structures
observed in micrographs B and E were rod-like micelles, then

the solutions would be viscous as such long rods would be
flexible and thus are expected to entangle with each other. Thus
the larger diameter (20-50 nm) of the aggregates clearly
suggests the formation of hollow tubular structures. It is
interesting to observe that the tubules have branches or are
connected to other tubules (micrograph C) at a relatively higher
concentration (∼10 mM). Micrograph D clearly shows a
Y-shaped junction between tubular aggregates. The tubules are
a few micrometers long and have an inner diameter of about
50-80 nm. However, the size of the aggregates as observed in
the micrographs is not consistent with that obtained from DLS
measurements. This is perhaps because the latter measurement,
which gives an average diameter of an equivalent hard sphere,
used filtered solution. Despite the tubules being connected with
each other to form networks, the aqueous solutions of the
amphiphiles were observed to be nonviscous. It is also interest-
ing to observe that at a much higher concentration (∼18 mM)
of C12HVal the junctions are broken and tubules are separated
into individual tubules (see micrograph E) which appear to be
open at both ends. It appears that the contour lengths of the
tubules do not change significantly with the rise of concentration.
The hollowness of the structures is clearly visible from the
broken surface of the tubules.

Although the staining method of obtaining the TEM image
is often criticized, the above-mentioned microstructures of the
self-assemblies of C12HVal were not observed with C12Val
(results not included), which is structurally similar but lacks
the -OH group present in the hydrocarbon chain of C12HVal.
This means that the microstructures shown in the TEM images
are real, not artifacts. The effect of high salt concentration on
the formation of worm-like micelles was also eliminated by the
observations that the viscosity of the surfactant solution (10 mM)
did not change significantly in the presence of 150 mM NaCl
(much higher than 1.5% sodium phosphotungstate).

On the basis of theoretical calculations, many authors have
proposed different models for the formation of tubules. These
have been critically discussed in an article by Selinger and co-
workers.51 Chen52 has proposed a kinetic pathway for tubule
formation without taking chirality into account. According to
this mechanism, the amphiphiles initially self-assemble to form
spherical vesicles at higher temperature. The redistribution of
molecules between the inner and outer layer then breaks the
bilayer symmetry giving the membrane a spontaneous curvature.
When the system is cooled the vesicle membrane distorts to
form a cylindrical tubule having a radius of half of the vesicle
radius. This model has also been criticized by others including
Selinger.50 According to these authors tubules are formed by
the twisting of flat bilayers through the formation of helical
ribbons as an intermediate structure. This model provides an
explanation for the helical markings that are often seen in the
electron micrographs of tubules.53–56 In the case of C12HVal,
however, no such marking on the tubes can be seen. An
alternative pathway for the formation of tubules could be rolling
of the flat bilayer like a cigarette paper. But this does not explain
the formation of Y-type junctions. In fact, none of the proposed
theoretical models have attempted to explain the branching of
tubular structures.

It is important to note that in the case of C12HVal the
concentration-dependent stepwise aggregation is indicated by
the surface tension as well as fluorescence studies. Conductivity
measurements also indicated transformation of closed vesicles
to branching tubules to open tubules with the increase of
[C12HVal]. This is further supported by the concentration
dependence of aggregate size distribution. The TEM pictures

Figure 5. Characteristic conductivity change, ∆κ, as a function of
[C12HVal] in the presence of 5 mM KCl (0.1 M NaOH) at 30 °C.
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are consistent with the results of DLS studies. It is clear that
C12HVal produce spherical vesicles in dilute solution, which
upon increase of surfactant concentration transform into branch-
ing tubules through fusion. However, no bilayer structure, such
as vesicles or tubules, was observed with the structurally similar
amphiphile C12Val in the concentration range employed.
Therefore, it is clear that the hydrogen-bonding interaction
between -OH and -NH groups of adjacent amphiphiles might
be responsible for the formation of bilayer structures. We believe
that small tubules are first formed at amphiphile concentration
just above the second CAC, which then grow into large tubes
with Y-junctions when the concentration is increased further.
Micellar branching in solutions of nonionic,57 ionic,45–50 and
mixed surfactant systems58–60 has been reported. In fact, Porte
et al.61 first suggested the occurrence of micellar branching. As
discussed elsewhere the entropic factor is responsible for
micellar defects, such as “end caps” or “Y-junctions”.40 Perhaps
the arguments based on entropic factor proposed for the
structural defects in rod-like micelles can be applied for the
formation of branching tubules by C12HVal. However, it is not
clear to us at this moment why the network structure is broken
at higher concentrations. Further work is currently underway
in this laboratory to understand the mechanism of formation of
branching tubules by structurally similar molecules.

Conclusions

In summary an N-alkylamino acid-derived amphiphile
C12HVal was synthesized and its surface properties and ag-
gregation behavior were studied in aqueous solutions at pH ∼13.
The amphiphile is more surface active than the corresponding
fatty acid salt. Both surface tension and fluorescence measure-
ments suggested that the amphiphile exhibits stepwise aggregate
formation characterized by two CAC values. Below CAC2 only
spherical vesicles are formed as indicated by the electron
micrographs. However, at concentrations above CAC2, the
tubular structures exist in solution. The tube-like structures have
a packing parameter of 0.7 e P e 1 whereas vesicles have a
packing parameter in the 0.5 e P e 0.7 region. The TEM
pictures revealed the existence of tubules with Y-type junctions
at higher concentrations of C12HVal amphiphile. The branching
tubules of the C12HVal amphiphile are converted to straight long
tubules at higher surfactant concentrations above CAC2. Like
solutions containing branched worm-like micelles the aqueous

solutions of branched tubules are nonviscous. To our knowledge,
this is the first report on the formation of branching tubules by
an ionic amphiphile. However, the structurally similar am-
phiphile C12Val failed to form any bilayer structure in the
concentration range employed. Thus, it may be speculated that
the hydrogen-bonding interaction between -OH and -NH
groups of adjacent amphiphiles is responsible for the formation
of bilayer structures of C12HVal. A detailed investigation with
other structurally similar amino acid derivatives is being carried
out in this laboratory to demonstrate the role of hydrogen-
bonding interaction.

Experimental Section

Materials. The amphiphile N-(2-hydroxy-n-dodecyl)-L-valine
(C12HVal) was prepared according to the procedure described
elsewhere16 and was purified by recrystallization from ethanol
or ethanol-water mixture. The chemical structure of the
amphiphile was identified and checked for purity by the usual
methods (IR, 1H NMR, TLC). 1,2-Epoxydodecane (Aldrich) and
L-valine (SRL, Mumbai) were used without further purification.
The fluorescent probe N-phenyl-1-naphthylamine, NPN (Ald-
rich), was recrystallized several times from ethanol-water
mixture. All solvents used were obtained locally and were
distilled and dried whenever required. Analytical grade sodium
hydroxide and hydrochloric acid were procured locally and were
used directly from the bottle.

Methods. The 1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a
Bruker 400 MHz instrument. Surface tension measurements
were carried out with a surface tensiometer (model 3S, GBX,
France), using the Du Nuöy ring detachment method. All the
solutions containing different concentrations of C12HVal were
prepared at pH 13 by using double distilled water and 1 N
sodium hydroxide and were stored in closed glass bottles.
Conductivity was measured with a Thermo Orion conductivity
meter (model 150 A+) by use of a cell having a cell constant
equal to 0.467 cm-1. Ph measurements were done with a Thermo
Orion (model 710 A+) pH meter, using a combined glass
electrode. Relative viscosity of solutions was measured by use
of a glass Ubbelohde viscometer (ASTM-D-446) with a flow
time of 180 s for pure water. The density measurement was
performed by use of a portable digital density meter (Densito
30 PX, Mettler-Toledo, GmbH). All measurements were carried
out at room temperature (∼30 °C) unless otherwise mentioned.

Figure 6. Negatively stained (with aqueous 1.5% phosphotungstate) TEM micrographs of (A) 0.3, (B) 2.0, (C, D) 10, and (E) 18 C12HVal in
water, pH 13 at 30 °C.
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Steady-state fluorescence spectra of NPN were recorded on
a Perkin-Elmer LS-55 fitted with a thermostating cell holder
and a polarizer in the L-format configuration. A fixed excitation
band-pass of 2.5 nm and emission band-pass in the range
2.5-5.0 nm was used for the measurement of emission spectra.
A saturated solution of NPN in water (pH 13) was used to
prepare surfactant solutions of varying concentration. The
samples containing NPN were excited at 340 nm. Uncorrected
emission spectra were recorded in the range 360-550 nm.

The dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements were
performed with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instrument
Laboratory, Malvern, U.K.) optical system equipped with an
He-Ne laser operated at 4 mW at λo ) 632.8 nm, and a digital
correlator. The solution was filtered directly into the scattering
cell through a Millipore Millex syringe filter (Triton free, 0.45
µm). Before measurement, the scattering cell was rinsed several
times with the filtered solution. The DLS measurements started
10 min after the sample solutions were placed in the DLS optical
system to allow the sample to equilibrate at 30 °C. The scattering
intensity was measured at a 173° angle to the incident beam.
The data acquisition was carried out for 2 min and each
experiment was repeated at least two times. Apparent diffusion
coefficients (Dapp) were calculated by cumulant analysis of an
autocorrelation function of scattered light intensity fluctuations.
Effective hydrodynamic radii (Rh) were calculated from diffusion
coefficients, using the Stokes-Einstein equation:

Dapp )kBT/6πηRh (3)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temper-
ature, and η is the viscosity of the solvent.

The samples for TEM were prepared according to the usual
procedure. A 5 µL sample of the surfactant solution (pH 13)
was placed on the 400 mesh carbon-coated copper grid and
allowed to adsorb for a minute. The excess liquid was then
wicked off with a filter paper, air-dried, and negatively stained
with freshly prepared 1.5% aqueous sodium phosphotungstate
(pH 13). The specimens were dried overnight in desiccators
before measurement with an electron microscope (JEOL-JEM
2100, Japan) operating at 200 kV.
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